
Module 2:
OMAmer for sequence 
placement into HOGs
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What is OMAmer?

❖ Fast sequence placement into existing HOGs from the OMA Browsers

❖ More accurate than closest sequence matching for subfamily placement!

https://github.com/DessimozLab/omamer

https://github.com/DessimozLab/omamer


OMAmer placement - principle
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k-mer based placement

Query sequence
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❖ k-mers : words of k characters in a sequences
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How to use OMAmer

OMAmer database
HDF5 format

Built with HOGs from the 
OMA Browser

Proteome

>Seq1
MXXXXX
>Seq2
MXXXX
>Seq3
MXXXXX

Query sequences
FASTA format

From any species Seq1 HOG:D0578800.1c.1d

Seq2 HOG:D0571029

Seq3 HOG:D0606120.3n

OMAmer output
Tab separated format

All HOG placements

omamer search --query query.fa --db db.h5 --output results.txt



Interpreting the output
qseqid hogid overlap family-score subfamily-score qseqlen  subfamily-medianseqlen

Seq1 HOG:D0681219.3c 1.0 0.99701[...] 0.99701[...] 966 1065

Seq2 HOG:D0433152 1.0 0.99967[...] 0.99967[...] 303 334

❖ qseqid : Query identifier
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Interpreting the output
qseqid hogid overlap family-score subfamily-score qseqlen  subfamily-medianseqlen

Seq1 HOG:D0681219.3c 1.0 0.99701[...] 0.99701[...] 966 1065

Seq2 HOG:D0433152 1.0 0.99967[...] 0.99967[...] 303 334

❖ qseqid: Query identifier

❖ hogid : Where the query is placed

❖ Family score/subfamily score : Proportion  of k-mer of the sequence in common with HOG
(- Proportion expected by chance)

❖ Overlap: distance between the first and last matching kmer on the sequence (0 to 1)

❖ qseqlen and subfamily-medianseqlen : length of proteins in amino acids



To remember

❖ Placement into HOGs allows to find gene families for species not in the 
database

❖ Can be used on any number of sequences - from one to whole proteomes

❖ Precise to the subfamily level but not a definitive proof of orthology

❖ Allows to still take advantage of OMA Browser wealth of data and features
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Module 2: work 
until 12:10



source /workspace/conda/bin/activate
conda activate omacademy

nextflow FastOMA/FastOMA_light.nf --input_folder in_folder --output_folder out_folder 
-resume

cd /workspace/SIBBiodiversityBioinformatics2023/Module3_FastOMA/expected_output/

Typo alert! (Module 3.1):
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